Tournament open to any high school team. Tournament will have 2 divisions, Boys and Girls. Teams in the Boys Division can either have all boys or be a coed team. Teams in the Girls Division must be all girls.

**FORMAT:**
Teams will bowl 10 baker games, moving one pair to their right after each game. The Top 4 from each division will be seeded and bowl in a single elimination bracket; #1 seed vs #4 seed & #2 seed vs #3 seed. Winners will bowl for the title. The matches will be best 2 out of 3 game matches.

**DRESS CODE:**
Each team must be in their official high school jersey. Matching pants or shorts are not required. Coaches must wear their jersey, as well, with their RVP badge at all times.

**CHECK-IN FROM 12 TO 12:30PM, COACHES MEETING AT 12:40PM**
**ANNOUNCEMENTS START AT 12:45PM, PRACTICE STARTS AT 12:50PM**

**TOURNAMENT DIRECTOR:** Brian Petrey, Indy South Coordinator, 317-498-3698 or brianpetrey@gmail.com

---

**SCAN EMAIL ENTRY OR MAIL ENTIRE FORM TO TOURNAMENT DIRECTOR**

**Entry information:**

School: __________________________________________

Boys Teams: _____ X $40.00 = $_________  Girls Teams: _____ X $40.00 = $_________

*(multiple entries in each division is permitted)*

**PAYPAL PYMTS ACCEPTED THRU TOUR MGR; OR MAIL ENTRIES TO ADDRESS BY JAN 3.**

Checks made to Expo Bowl

PayPal payment made to brianpetrey@gmail.com (F&F), include school name and division in notes

**MAIL TO: Indy High School Baker Classic, Attn: Brian Petrey, 1631 Whisler Drive, Greenfield, IN 46140**